
Multi skilled 123 

Chapter 123: Why Don’t You Take Me In? 

Lu Jingye was a little surprised. “What deal?” 

With smiles in her eyes, she said, “Isn’t there a strong construction company under the Lu Group?” 

  

Lu Jingye looked at her and nodded. “Yes.” 

“I wish to hollow out the underground of my house. Can you let them help dig out a space?” 

Lu Jingye would certainly not refuse such a simple request from her. 

“Ok.” 

Zi Yi smiled. Her phoenix eyes were twinkling with light. 

“Then I’ll draw a sketch for you when I return. It’ll be best if the basement can be done the way I want 

within half a month.” 

Lu Jingye suddenly sensed that her intentions for building a basement were not as simple as it seemed. 

However, he did not question further and merely asked, “Since you’re building a basement, where do 

you intend to stay during that period?” 

Zi Yi glanced at him and her phoenix eyes raised up. “Why don’t you take me in?” 

Lu Jingye did not immediately agree. 

Zi Yi knew that someone with an old-fashioned mindset like him would not easily agree to it. Thus, she 

deliberately said, “There will be many people coming for me during the following period. If you don’t 

take me in, I can only stay in a hotel.” 

“Ok.” Lu Jingye agreed to it and said, “But I have a condition.” 

“Do say it.” 

“I have many bodyguards at my residence. You have to maintain a distance of one meter from them. In 

my house, you are not allowed to wear revealing clothes.” 
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Lu Jingye still recalled the red leather mini-skirt she wore when they encountered each other for the first 

time. 

If she dressed like that, no man could resist themselves. 
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Zi Yi looked at Lu Jingye who appeared very stern when he said that. She had the urge to laugh, but she 

managed to resist it. 

She assured him. “I promise not to wear anything too revealing.” 



She had to modify the car and produce robots. Therefore, her clothes fell into the casual wear category. 

Only then was Lu Jingye satisfied. 

After he sent her back home, Lu Jingye left, as he still had other matters to attend to. 

Zi Yi walked inside and stayed in the computer room all day. 

And yet, the outside world had gone crazy from trying to locate her. 

Qin Family 

Qin Yuqiao just got off the phone after making an appointment with her friend to play tomorrow, when 

she saw Qin Yi walking in. 

“Brother, why are you in such a rush?” 

Qin Yi immediately asked, “Qiaoqiao, have you been in contact with Second Brother’s Junior Sister in the 

past few days?” 

“Why should I contact her?” She felt that Zi Yi was unworthy of her taking the initiative to contact. 

Qin Yi became anxious. “Then you’ve never been in touch these past few days?” 

“No. She has such a bad reputation and I don’t wish to get involved with her too much. Otherwise, she 

might implicate me and ruin my reputation too.” 

Even though Qin Yi thought that what she said made sense, he could not help but say, “You must 

contact her this time. Also, you must find a way to befriend her.” 

“Why?” Qin Yuqiao could not understand. 

Qin Yi recounted what happened in the racing competition in a simple manner and also stressed, “That 

woman is extremely famous in the racing industry right now. Many bosses of large international groups 

are looking for her. Do you know how much benefit we could reap if she becomes our spokesperson?” 

“We don’t sell cars anyways.” Even though she was surprised, Qin Yuqiao still could not understand. “It 

doesn’t seem to concern us if she obtains the championships or not.” 

“My foolish little sister. Our family runs an entertainment company. With Zi Yi’s current reputation, she 

would be a cash cow if she signs with us. 

As long as you try to befriend her and let her sign on as an artist in our company, I’ll give you as much 

pocket money as you want.” 

 


